Special Hauling Permit Information

Special Hauling Permits are issued by:

Indiana Department of Revenue
7811 Milhouse Rd., Suite M
Indianapolis, IN 46241
(317) 615-7320

- Special Hauling Permits allow travel Monday through Friday, 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset. Certain Permits allow travel Saturday from 1/2 hour before sunrise to 12:00 noon.
- Permitted vehicles are restricted during certain holidays (see Holiday Ban).
- Vehicles exceeding 10’ 0” in width are not allowed to travel during hours of darkness on the Indiana Toll Road.
- Trailer Combinations (Triples and Long Doubles) operate under separate rules. For applications contact Jim Kaspar – INDOT LaPorte District at 219-325-7480 or jkaspar@indot.in.gov